EULA (End User License Agreement)
Your Agreement to This License
This license agreement is your key to buy, install and distribute the software. Hence, a user must read
the given terms and conditions before trying anything on this software especially if the license
agreement you are using is not verified DataInfoTools.
It is advisable to avoid using the software if you are not agreeing to the terms and conditions
associated. Alternatively, one can use a licensed version of the software to copy, install and distribute.
The purpose of the associated licenses it to ensure the authorization of the user for every instance. The
license can be used single-handedly and not more than one user can avail the benefit of the single
copy of the license. However, there is multi-user license copy is also available. So, the multi-user
version can be used by multiple holders at a time, in other words, multiple copies of PST viewer tool
are accessible which are authorized by DataInfoTool.

Scope of License
The license of this software is not meant to use in concurrent fashion and one instance at a time is
allowed. So, not more than one user can access a single copy of the license at once on the same
device. Furthermore, it can be used one-by-one by multiple users on one computer.
The rights are reserved for PST viewer to DataInfoTools and there is no scope to modify,
disassemble, translate, lease, reverse, decompile or derivation with this software. Not the user neither
nay associated person is allowed to perform such activities with PST viewer tool. In addition, there is
no possibility to collaborate the software with other service providers in the same niche.

Responsibility, Restrictions and Warranty Disclaimers
The Data quality doesn’t lie under any warranty. Any file or data recovered cannot be claimed under
warranty benefits. Though the tool assures the best quality while recovering data, it should be tested
on some not so crucial file before making any critical recovery.
Those who rely upon the copies of the software can proceed at their own risk. The agreement
associated with the copy of license doesn’t hold any value or significance. So, it is advisable to avoid
using PST viewer software on damage-prone devices which can cause a significant loss of health and
wealth of many. DataInfoTool has no responsibility for any damage caused by the carelessness or
copy of the license.

General:
The license designed is a complete announcement of the subjected policies between the associated
parties. It is directed and managed under the law policies of New State of Delhi. It unites and
supersedes with the bought copies orders, understandings, and provision of subjects. It states that any
disagreement and issues between the parties lead them to courts.
The license holds no responsibility for any damage caused to the third party. Also, DataInfoTool is
not liable to answer the loss, commitment or depiction to third-parties. Any violation of terms and
conditions of the software will not be accepted or rebated by DataInfoTools. Any contravention of
policies by user or third-party, will not entertain by the company.

